
Find Your Daemon Quiz
1. Where do you feel most happy?
 0 Basking in the sun, in a lush garden
 1 In peaceful, quiet woodland  
 2  Somewhere interesting – a great 

gallery, museum or bookshop 
 3 In the mountains 
 4  With your friends, having fun – 

wherever! 
 5  A lush tropical jungle, high up in the 

canopy 

2. How do you want to be remembered?
 0 Cunning and clever
 1 Wise and always right
 2 Different and enigmatic
 3 Bold and strong
 4 Sweet and kind
 5 Funny and cheeky

3. Your favourite time of day is:
 0  The middle of the day - and relaaax. 

Siesta time.
 1  Late in the evening into the early 

hours - when you have the world to 
yourself

 2  Early morning, before the rest of the 
world is up

 3 Early evening, before the day is over
 4  Mid-afternoon - school/college/

work is almost done...
 5  Mid-morning - still running on 

breakfast caffeine 

4. Your favourite noise is:
 0 Your favourite people/idols talking
 1 Silence
 2  The satisfying clicks and clunks of 

beautifully designed household/
everyday objects

 3 Your favourite music – loud
 4 The buzz/chat of a social situation 
 5 Laughter

5. One of your favourite colours is:
 0 Emerald green
 1 A tawny gold
 2 Onyx black
 3 Rusty red
 4 Dove grey
 5 Anything bright and bold!

6.  You have an opportunity to cheat at 
something important. Do you:

 0  Do it - but play it smart, the risk isn’t 
worth it if you’re caught

 1  Steer clear and advise others against it
 2  Assess the odds objectively but very 

likely play it safe
 3  Refuse and notify an authority figure 

to prevent others from doing it
 4  Think about it but opt out, too scared 

of getting caught
 5 Go for it, life’s too short!

7.  You have a long journey ahead. How to 
you entertain yourself?

 0  Listening to podcasts or the radio.  
Maybe an interesting business or 
self-help book

 1  Reading – largely non-fiction, mostly 
to keep learning

 2  Read your current novel on the go, 
drink coffee, think things over as the 
world goes by

 3  Mind-bending puzzles interspersed 
with light reading

 4 Chat and dipping into magazines
 5  Play games – cards, candy crush –  

anything to stave off boredom

8.  Your best friend is heartbroken and 
wants to meet you for a good cry and a 
rant. Do you:

 0  Listen carefully and find ways to 
scheme a revenge plot with them

 1  Slightly unwillingly agree but try to 
zone out whilst they’re there, whilst 
being polite

 2  Listen carefully and let them say 
their piece, then try to move them on 
and distract them

 3  Wrap them up in a big hug and 
give them plenty of protection and 
affection

 4  Grab a bottle of wine, tissues and 
chocs before settling in to hear the 
gossip, giving all the right reactions 
when necessary

 5  Try to cheer them up and make them 
feel better – laughter (and wine) are 
the best medicine

9. Who do you call on in a crisis?
 0  My one, most trusted best friend/

partner
 1 No one – I handle it myself
 2  It depends entirely on the situation, 

I go to different people for different 
things

 3 My family – they know me best
 4 My close friendship group
 5  Frankly - anyone that will listen and 

can help!

10. What is life all about for you?
 0 Achieving your own personal goals
 1  Learning and passing that 

knowledge on
 2  Doing what makes you happy, so 

long as you’re not hurting anyone
 3  Helping others and being the best 

person you can be
 4 Friendship and having fun
 5  Finding the bright side to any situation 

and making the best of things

11.   An amazing buffet is lined up in front 
of you. What do you choose?

 0 The steak and frites
 1  A classic French dish – coq au vin 

and dauphinoise potatoes
 2 Sushi and dim sum
 3  The comfort food – a golden topped 

pie and mash
 4 Some amazing tapas to share 
 5  The party food! Pizza, hot dogs, 

burgers –  all of it!

12.   If you could make one of these things 
happen in the world, it’d be:

 0  Your name in lights in your chosen 
career/hobby

 1  Free education for everyone, 
everywhere

 2   For everyone to find their calling 
in life and their own version of 
happiness

 3 No more wars
 4 A 4 day working week!
 5  Take away all problems with basic 

needs – food, shelter and love – and 
let everyone enjoy life!

13.  Your ideal book is:
 0 Clever, witty and inspirational
 1  Intelligent, well researched and 

detailed
 2  Something a bit different – excellent 

writing without being worthy
 3 An awesome adventure story
 4  Something more emotional and 

involving 
 5  One that makes me laugh, cry and 

gasp – I want to feeel it!

Scoring
ADDer 0-11 

Beautiful, sometimes shy and often 
misunderstood creatures that value their very 
nearest and dearest without sacrificing their 
own sense of self. Any venomous streak is only 
ever used in self-defence, but people often 
treat them reverently. 

TAWnY OWl 12-21 

Often solitary figures, but not lonely. They 
enjoy their own company, but when they share 
it, others hugely enjoy their presence. They are 
thinkers, and know their own mind, and prefer 
peace and solitude to noise and bright lights.

lYnx 22-32 

There’s something just a little bit different 
about these creatures. They have a very strong 
sense of self, but respect for everyone else’s 
and a willingness to learn about others. They’re 
often seen as a little cool and aloof, but it’s not 
the case – they’re just not seeking approval.

BlAck BeAr 33-43 

‘Gentle giant’ was a term invented for these 
creatures. Fiercely loyal and protective of their 
family and friends, they want to work hard, 
play hard and do right by everyone. Ultimately 
they just want everyone to get along and will 
do their utmost to make that happen.

HAre 44 - 54 

Social and fun-loving, these creatures are easy 
to love and connect with. Both bright and 
agile, they bring pace to social situations and a 
lot of the laughs too. Much happier amongst a 
group of friends, they are the best companion 
on a night out – or in.

MArMOSeT MOnkeY 55 - 65 

Everyone wants to know these guys – cute and 
laugh out loud funny, they are often the centre 
of attention. Despite their size, they are BIG 
in every sense – emotions, reactions, love and 
laughs, as well as having a cheeky side, often 
hidden behind a mischievous smile.
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